NON ACADEMIC GATHERING GUIDELINES
COVID-19 Alert Level - RED - Detailed

On-Campus Indoor & Outdoor Activities

Effective January 18th
(University Alert Level is Red)

- Masks Required
- No Large Indoor Gatherings/Events
- Social Distancing (6 ft)
- Room Capacity Limits

*All RSO in-person activities subject to the above and review/approval.

Registered Student Org (RSO) Off-Campus Travel

Effective January 18th

- Strongly Discouraged
- Require Off-campus Activities Advisement

For travel funded with Tier III/USG funds only:
If UConn is RED & Destination State is RED per CDC Travel is Not Permitted.

If UConn is RED & Destination State is NOT RED per CDC, request to travel will be reviewed and approved based on additional considerations including but not limited to:

- Event density
- Nature of activity
- Travel plans
- Other protocols in place
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